Call for Prices on Unlisted Cessna Parts

Cessna has issued several non-mandatory service bulletins and service kits for the rudder and elevator hinge bearings on the Caravan due to a corrosion issue with the needle bearing. Cessna has issued several non-mandatory service bulletins and service kits for the rudder and elevator hinge bearings on the Caravan due to a corrosion issue with the needle bearing.

The service kits require modification to the hinge structure, not just the bearing itself. The new bearing is a different size than the "original" design, so the mounting hardware is different as well. Because of these structural changes any aircraft that has had the service kits installed cannot use hardware from a non-service kit aircraft. Includes bearings and all attaching hardware.

CESSNA CARAVAN BUSHING KITS ELEVATOR AND RUDDER

Complete flight control and trim chain kits for each of the 150 different cable groups required to service all single engine aircraft from the model 120 through model 185 airplanes. It is a tedious and time consuming job to research the part manuals connections are metal to metal for continued dependability. Vernier locking devices are precision formed and heat treated in the ability. Vernier locking devices are precision formed and heat treated in the ability.

Fittings and components are made from anodized Stainless Steel. All components are fully traceable, high quality, and proof tested.

- Univair (Stinson) - Piper Call for Specific Models -
- Cessna - Raytheon - Maule - Cessna/Reims - Mooney

description of parts that are metal to metal for continued dependability. Vernier locking devices are precision formed and heat treated in the ability.

It is a tedious and time consuming job to research the part manuals.

The retaining nut threads onto the threaded section of the control on the back side of the instrument panel to secure the control. Replacement retaining nut p/n 6269 for all McFarlane MC6350 dual push-to-unlock controls. P/N 05-04811...........$7.55

MC600 SERIES UNIVERSAL SOLID WIRE VERNIER MIXTURE CONTROL

Fittings and components are made from anodized aluminum, stainless steel, and brass. All critical style connections are metal to metal for continued dependability. Vernier locking devices are precision formed and heat treated in critical wear areas. P/N 05-02209...........$376.00

THROTTLE CONTROL

234  www.aircraftspruce.com

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice